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Product: BIOFORM PLUS ANTICALCARE LAVATRICE  
 
Capacity g :  240 g – box 20 Tabs 
 
EAN code:   8003640019250             ITF code: 18003640019257 
 
Product code:  1PFBITR192500          Date of issue:       06-10-2020 

 
 

Product description:  
 

Bioform Plus descaling tablets for washing machines, used regularly in every wash: 
- Protect the washing machine with less maintenance 
- They reduce electricity costs because water heating is not hindered by limescale 
 
They preserve the natural softness of the fabrics 
 
 
Chemical composition:  
 
 

5 -15% Polycarboxylates 
 

 
Appearance and perfumes: 
 
Three-layer blue / white / blue tablet with water-soluble film. 
Characteristic odor 
 
 

User’s instructions: 
 
Use one tablet for each wash, or two tablets in the case of very hard water. Insert the 
tablet in the drawer or in the washing machine drum before washing without removing the 
wrapper. 
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Suggestions for use and the best use of our products are given according to our current best knowledge but 
without any binding. Each user is personally responsible as regards compliance with the provisions of law. The 
Biochimica Company, reserves the right to make changes to the product, dictated by force majeure, without 
prior notice 
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Composition of packaging:       
 

TABS: Description three-layer tabs 
blue/white/blue  color 

 Net weight  g 12 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

   

PALLET: Type Eur-Epal 

 Loading Unit Shrinked  with stretch film 

 Carton per layer 10 
 Layer per pallet 12  
 Dimensions cm 120x80x188 LDH 
 Content in cases 1680 
 Gross weight pallet Kg 494 

 

                        
                                     
                                                                     Pallet composition   

CASE: Net weight  g 240 
Da 20 tabs Gross weight g 265 
 Material Cardboard with top tear-off 

opening externally painted 
 Print  Six  colors 

 Dimensions mm LDH 115X55X131 

 Closure top/bottom Glue  
   

BOX: Type American box  

 Closure top/bottom Glue  

 Internal Dimensions LDH mm 396x235x140 

 Content Pcs 14  

 Gross weight box Kg 3,900 


